Leeds Anti-Fascist Network inciting others to intimidate feminists leaving a meeting held specifically to discuss sex based rights.

They are unable to effectively argue their position at all. My comment was deleted and I was blocked to prevent me commenting further.

This was despite my comment receiving many likes and lots of engagement from women following their page.

So many women sitting nervously on the sidelines, grateful and relieved when somebody speaks out.

No wonder they delete our comments. Can’t have women spreading dissent! What if we all start rebelling?!

This is why when the likes of Owen Jones assert that "most women support trans rights" we can hear him for the privileged, tone deaf bully he is.

All he knows for certain is that many women dare not disagree with him. All he does is mistake silence for assent.

In the safety of a one to one conversation I have asked many, many women if they truly believe trans
women are literally women.

Not one has replied with an unequivocal yes. Not one.

A quiet, scared woman is not necessarily a woman that agrees with you. A *vocal* scared woman that claims to agree with you, doesn't necessarily. An atmosphere of intimidation does not foster openness and honesty.

A fitting end to this thread. Cllr Sarah Field speaks in Leeds.